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Sommario/riassunto The 2004 reunification of Eastern and Western Europe and the
subsequent economic crisis caused a surge in intra-European labour
mobility and a profound shift in preceding patterns of migration in
Europe. While previous decades of European integration brought very
modest cross-border flows of labour, the past decade has engendered
the largest European movements of labour in modern time mostly from
East to West, but eventually also from South to North. In a situation of
record high European unemployment, this has sparked controversy
about the very notion of free movement, one of the basic foundations
of the European Community, and has unleashed heated debates about
the conditions, causes, and consequences of large-scale labour
migration for receiving as well as sending societies. Against this
background, this volume of Comparative Social Research will contribute
to improve our understanding of the drivers, mechanisms, and effects
of the past decade's surge in cross-border labour mobility and work
related migration within Europe.


